2021-2022 National Club Achievement Competition
Category of Entry: Membership Development & Communications
The Membership Development and Communications committee is responsible for managing the club’s
relationship with prospective, current, and non-members. Our goal is to continue fostering a strong
presence among Advertising and Marketing professionals and organizations throughout Dallas. The
committee creates, maintains and promotes all internal and external communications. We also focus on
communicating the professional resources that Ad 2 provides to current members.
This year, we focused on the following key areas:
1. Increase engagement among current members and attract prospective members
a. Monthly Happy Hours to recruit new members
b. One Sheeter to promote joining Ad 2 Dallas
c. Utilize M360, an email and text marketing platform, to communicate updates to members
in real time
2. Build relationships with colleges and universities as a pipeline for future members
3. Revamp Social Content Calendar
4. Implement SEO strategy
We utilized Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, the Ad 2 Dallas website and M360 as distribution
channels to achieve the goals we established above. Given the continued challenges posed by the
pandemic, finding new ways to engage with and recruit new members was the top priority for us. As a
way to increase future growth, we found new ways to connect with colleges and universities across Texas
to share Ad 2 Dallas’ mission, vision and share real life advertising experiences. We also refreshed our
social content calendar to ensure we were able to collaborate and plan content in a timely manner. Lastly,
we implemented an SEO strategy to ensure current and prospective members could find the latest
information about our club.
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1. Increase engagement among current members and attract prospective members
Goal: With the world opening back up post COVID shutdown and work beginning to pick up again, it
was important that we find creative ways to engage with current members and continue recruiting new
members. Our goal was to increase individual memberships, specifically those who work for smaller
agencies who do not have corporate memberships.
Target: Young professionals, recent grads and college students in the DFW area who work in marketing
or advertising who are looking to connect with others in their field.
Distribution System: Social media (Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn primarily), Email and text
messages
Method #1: Monthly Happy Hours to recruit new members
To kick off the year, we partnered with a local company to host a Summer Mixer to promote Ad 2. Our
sponsor offered free drinks and snacks to the attendees of the happy hour (Exhibit 1). We required
registration in order to attend and had 68 registrations that were also added into our email and text
platform. Following this event, we saw an opportunity to create a consistent meet up with the goal to give
our members and potential members an informal place to connect. We partnered with a local bar that
offered specials for attendees of our happy hours to entice people to attend. We promoted the events on
Social media, Email & through text messages (Exhibit 2).
Method #2: Develop Membership One Sheeter outlining the benefits of Ad 2
Last year, our team developed Brand Guidelines and defined our Brand Voice and Tone, however, as part
of that exercise, we realized the benefits of joining Ad 2 were unclear. Therefore, this year we developed
a simple Membership One Sheeter (Exhibit 3) that was distributed to prospective members at our monthly
happy hours. In addition, we shared this content on social media (Exhibit 4).
Method #3: Utilize M360 to communicate updates to members in real time
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Partnering with a local software company called Pocketstop, we transitioned to a new platform called
M360 that offers email and text message marketing (Exhibit 5). Through their platform we have more
intelligent data on how and when our database engages in our content, allowing us to segment our
messages and deploy a new text program. We can send text messages to those who have opted in,
reminding them about upcoming events and initiatives. This ensures our message is seen in a timely
manner and our users can engage with us in the way they prefer.
Results: Despite the continued challenges of COVID and having to cancel several happy hours, we
secured 13 new individual memberships in just six months (July - December 2021) resulting in nearly
$1,000 raised for our club. We have several more months of Happy Hours as well as a few upcoming
events and look forward to seeing if we can double this number by the end of our term.
2. Build relationships with colleges and universities as a pipeline for future members
Goal: In order to create a pipeline for future members, we began reaching out to colleges and universities
across Texas to find ways to partner with them. Our goal was to provide their students with insights into
and connections within the industry as well as share the mission of Ad 2 Dallas. We hope that connecting
with college students before they graduate will result in an increase in membership in years to come.
Target: Students at various Texas colleges and universities.
Distribution System: Email. We did not share on social media since these communications and events
were very specific to each school.
Method #1: Ad 2 Connect with Texas State
We partnered with Ad 2 Austin and worked with a Professor at Texas State University in San Marcos, TX
who also serves on the AAF Austin board to plan and facilitate a panel discussion about transitioning
from college to career. Panelists from Ad 2 Austin and Dallas shared industry insights and career advice
with the students who wanted to learn more about Account/Project Management, Strategy, Creative,
Social Media Management and Web Development. This event took place on February 24, 2022 via Zoom
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and was a huge success. We plan to use this event template to host future Ad 2 Connects with other
colleges and universities in the near future (Exhibit 6).
Results: In total, 60 students attended this event and all have been added to our database for future
communications. Many connected with the panelists afterwards on LinkedIn and reached out to express
how helpful this event was to them.
3. Revamp Social Media Content Calendar
Goal: Build a refreshed social media content calendar outlining post details for each social channel to
provide a framework for sharing content that resonates with our audience and promotes chapter activity
and events.
Target: Current members, young Advertising/Marketing/PR professionals and local college students who
aren’t currently members.
Distribution System: Google Sheets, Linkedin, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter
Method #1 (Organize Content Framework): By providing visuals and captions for each channel
(Exhibit 7), we ensured uniform branding across all platforms. We can easily review previous posts to
keep messaging more consistent and repurpose hashtags from prior events. With Google sheets, any
member can access, edit, or add posts or ideas they need shared to our official social platforms. This also
provided us with deadlines and allowed us to oversee coverage of all Ad 2 events and initiatives.
Results: We organically grew the Instagram account 13% in 6 months, growing from 1,070 followers to
1,208 (Exhibit 8). Throughout the 2021-2022 term, we scheduled and shared 34 Facebook posts, 31
Instagram posts, 30 LinkedIn posts, and 44 Twitter posts by posting natively on social platforms and
using Hootsuite. We have shared 31 Instagram posts since the term began July 2021, reached 14,572
people, and have garnered 1,411 likes. On Facebook, we gained 1,096 engagements, shared 34 posts, and
reached 56,083 people. Overall, we garnered 3,292 engagements (Exhibit 9) through Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and LinkedIn.
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4. Implement SEO Strategy
Goal: Generate traffic to the Ad 2 Dallas website by building out a proper SEO strategy across main
pages and publishing keyword-rich blogs.
Target: Young professionals living in Dallas who search for Ad 2 Dallas brand terms and keywords
related to joining young professional marketing/advertising organizations.
Distribution System: Wordpress, Yoast, Google Analytics.
Method #1 (SEO Pages): The Ad 2 Dallas website utilized prior to 2020 was built on Squarespace. It had
only a few pages and none were built with SEO in mind. After completing our new website during the
2020-2021 term, we made it a 2021-2022 goal to implement SEO across the website to help generate
organic traffic. We created a list of keyword terms relevant to the industry that would capture young
professionals looking to join social marketing organizations. We used these terms across the site in meta
titles, descriptions, headers and sprinkled in the content all over the site. We also implemented some
advanced SEO strategy by adding schema markup to our event, allowing search engines to crawl our
structured data and index our pages in rich snippets in the Google results. After a year of collecting data
through Google Analytics and monitoring our organic search rankings, we were happy to see huge
increases in the volume of organic search traffic to our website and a first-page ranking for many of our
targeted terms.
For context, if we compare the last 9 months of traffic (Aug 2020-Apr 2021) to the previous period (May
2021-Jan 2022) we can see that users from organic search rose from 230 to 1,037 - a 305.56% increase
(Exhibit 10). We also saw our clicks and impressions go up tremendously. Comparing the last 6 months
(Aug 2020-Apr 2021) to the previous period (May 2021-Jan 2022) we can see that clicks to the site
increased from 553 to 1.12K and impressions increased from 25.4K to 32.1K (Exhibit 11). The growth is
even more obvious when we compare the last 3 months to the same period last year (Exhibit 12).
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Method #2 (Blogs): Another way we planned to generate organic traffic to the website was through
publishing keyword-rich blogs on industry insights and marketing/advertising topics. Since the site was
launched, we’ve published 2 industry-specific blog posts that both performed very well. Our What
Budweiser’s Exit Means for Super Bowl Ads article has had 91 organic views since it was published
(Exhibit 13) while our How Advertisers Can Avoid Scams While Teleworking article has had 12 organic
views since it was published (Exhibit 14). We also moved relevant blog content from the old site to the
new one and overall we’ve seen significant traffic to our blog home page (Exhibit 15).
Conclusion:
In conclusion, the Membership and Communications Committee had a busy and successful year. Ad 2
Dallas was able to host events in person again which made the communications piece much easier for us
this year, therefore, we chose to focus more on Membership this term. More specifically, we planned
events and created and shared general membership content to better recruit and grow our individual
memberships. In six months, we were able to generate 13 new individual memberships. Additionally, we
connected with colleges and universities across Texas who we believe will serve as a pipeline for future
memberships as well. While we’ve already hosted an event with Texas State University and Ad 2 Austin,
we look forward to hosting another Ad 2 Connect before our term ends this summer. As a result of having
a dedicated Social Media Manager and revamped calendar, we were able to publish a steady flow of
social media content and grow our following on all channels as outlined above. Lastly, our team
implemented an SEO strategy to help drive people to our website, the central hub for our content, events
and communications. This resulted in 305% more organic traffic to our website which was a major
accomplishment for us this year especially in light of all the hard work we put into redesigning our
website last term. Overall, our committee is helping to impact the greater advertising community here in
Dallas through the promotion of Ad 2 and the development of our members.
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Exhibit 1 - Summer Mixer Membership Happy Hour IG Creative
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Exhibit 2 - Monthly Membership Happy Hour Instagram & Facebook Creative
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Exhibit 3 - Membership Flyer
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Exhibit 4 - Membership Social Media Content
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Exhibit 5 - M360 Dashboard
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Exhibit 6 - Ad 2 Connect w/ Texas State University

Instagram Post

Website Banner
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Exhibit 7 - Social Media Content Calendar

Exhibit 8 - Instagram Follower Growth
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Exhibit 9 - Overall Engagement Metrics

Exhibit 10 - 6 Month Google Analytics

Exhibit 11 - 6 Month GSC
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Exhibit 12 - YoY

Exhibit 13 - Budweiser blog traffic

Exhibit 14 - Second blog traffic
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Exhibit 15 - Blog home growth
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